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1. Introduction

The Mauritius College of the Air (MCA) was inaugurated at the end
of August, 1972. It is entirely a distance-teaohing organisation? it

has no on-the-spot students. 1973 is the MCA's experimental year. ■

On purpose its first courses cover a wide range of subjects, from

School Certificate English to in-service Office Management. During the

second part of the year the plans for expansion have been drawn up and

preparation for the 1974 courses has begun.

In the act which established it, the MCA was projected as "a centre

for the promotion of education generally by means of radio arid television

broadcasts, correspondence courses and face-to-face tuition". It is not

therefore categorised as an institution of any particular level of educa

tion; ■ it is defined by its methods-of teaching rather than the content

of what is taught. Its main emphasis, however, from the outset, has been

the provision of job-related education to supplement the existing system.

It is this part of its programme which is the subject of this paper.

The projects it has started are described, as are the plans for expansion

in this direction during 1974«

2... .The Education Soene in Mauritius

' -Mauritius is a small island with a population of approximately

800,000. This makes it one of the most densely-populated countries

in the world. Its economy is dominated almost entirely be a single
cash-orop - Sugar. Most of its land is devoted to sugar-production

so'that little.is left for small-scale fanning or food-production.

As a result a frighteningly high proportion of young people can .

neither find paid-employment nor earn a satisfactory living through

self-employment on the land. To counter this unemployment, and to

speed up economic development the government has initiated a programme

of rapid industrialisation on the pattern of Hong Kong or Singapore.

It is planned that in the decade from 1970 to 1980 more than 90,000
new jobs will have been created within the industrial sector, and more

than 30,000 in the agricultural sector.

The educational system of the island is strictly derived from

the British educational system (but the British system of the first

half of the 20th century rather than that of the 1970s) and is
dominated by a Junior Scholarship examination, through which

successful primary school students are selected for entry into s

government secondary schools, and by School Certificate and Higher

School Certificate examinations. "_

Government or grant-aided primary, schools provide opportunities .

for approximately 90$ of all children to enter primary education.

The four government secondary schools on the other hand (the two
Royal Colleges, and John .Kennedy College for boys and Queen Elizabeth.

College for girls), provide places for only about 2$ of any generation.
A further 28%, approximately, buy their secondary schooling from private

schools of which a handful are grant-aided but most are supported
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entirely by the fees of their students. Slightly less than 30$.'reach
the Holy Grail of taking Schoo?. Certificate (only about 12% pass) and
a tiny elite of about }>% go on to the dizzy heights "of Higher School

Certificate and other post-secondary qualifications.^/

The enormous competition for jobs gives these two academic

certificate a value out of all proportion to their ability to-diagnose

intelligence or vocational aptitude; and their aura only serves to in

tensify the academic as opposed to the practical content of the teaching

which "is solely designed to help students to pass them. But even the

academic standards withinvjthe secondary schools, .,t.he -qua-lity-,of the .-«

teachers and the adequacy of the teaching materials) vary, enormously ■>'•

from those of the government schools which must compare favourably with

academic standards-arid teaching anywhere in the world, to.some small

private schools whose lack of standards would be very-,hard,to rival.

From the late 19th century reports have pointed out the over-,

academic emphasis of the system, the lack, of technical and vocational

content, and have made proposals to correct this1bias -.so far without

much evidence of success. The most recent attempts have led to the

foundation of one government secondary, technical school and several junior

technical schools (or senior primary schools as they are sometimes called).
These seem, unfortunately, to have failed to win parents or pupils away

from their faith in academic study and to be seen as second-class waiting-

rooms for students who have missed the first but are determined to climb

on the next SC, or HSC bandwaggon . / < .

More hopeful are the recent investments in in-service education

institutions, and current attempts to furmalise apprenticeship .training

schemes. One Industrial and Trade Training Centre is' fully operational

and cannot satisfy the demand from industry for its places. Another ■

is planned. The University of Mauritius has concentrated.most cf its

effort-, to date, on the provision of vocational courses - in Agriculture,

Administration, and Industrial Technology - predominantly for pre-

graduate certificates and diplomas. With the creation of a separate.

Ministry for Employment and the imminent formation of a Directorate of

Vocational Training serious attem-pts are being made to set up formal, .■

registered and properly controlled apprenticeship schemes in the major

industries, with a built-in supervised education system.

These figures are quoted from the educational statistics of a single

year. ■ They should therefore be .treated with caution as they do not

apply to the same cohort of children moving through school.' It is

likely that a higher percentage of those entering Primary School .

this year will reach SC and HSC than the figures quoted here as a

result of ■■the increase in secondary places. The increase, in.

population, however, accounts for most of the increase in .places. .

The figures are given only in order to.give an impression'of the-

educational scene in Mauritius. • . ■ .-•.■■■.
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One final element of the educational scene relevant to the

work of the MCA is the Mauritius'Broadcasting Corporation (.MBC).

This is a part-commercial, part-government sponsored radio and

television station. Through it's services though not as its top

■priority MBC provides the Ministry of Education with facilities to

run' a schools broadcasting unit, with radio broadcasts for primary

schools, and radio and television broadcasts for SC arid HSC candi

dates. These secondary "school" broadcasts are all transmitted in

the evening, after school hours. Both radio and television offer

almost total coverage of the island. MBC with the help of government

subsidy, provides the MCA with free broadcasting time and services
on both radio and TV, ■

3- A Distance-Teaching College - the MCA

It is against this background that, the government of Mauritius "
invited the International Extension College to set up the

Mauritius College of' the Air. The Act to .establish it was passed at
the end of 1971; its first staff took up their" posts in the middle
of 1972; it was officially inaugurated by the Prime Minister the

Hon. Sir Seewoosagur Hamgoolam in August 1972 and it launched its
first experimental courses between November 1972 and February 1973.

As already quoted, it was set up as a three-way teaohing"
institution; it does its teaching through broadcasting,

correspondence courses and occasional face-to-fape tuition. One of

the main purposes of the experimental year is to explore different
combinations of these techniques in different subjects and for
different groups of students.

Constitutionally it is an independent corporate body with a
statutory Board of Trustees consisting of equal numbers of official

representatives of Ministries and national educational institutions,
and of unofficial individual trustees no-ninated by the Director.
This body is responsible for the general policy-making and administra
tion of the College. The Minister of Education is, however, empowered
to give the College instructions in the interests of national

educational development, which instructions must be carried out. The

College is staffed in various ways: specialist expatriate staff
have been seconded for short, periods by the International Extension
College; government has guaranteed to second a limited number of
education officers, and to loan the specialist services of- some
schools'broadcasting staff; and the MCA itself recruits .both tutorial
and administrative staff directly.

An important, and apparently successful, step in planning
the MCA'a expansion for I974 was the establishment of an ad-hoc -
course planning committee by the Board of Trustees. This committee -
brought together representatives of a wider, and at the same time
more specialised, range of educational interests than those of the

Board of Trustees itself. Its terms of reference were to discuss
the most important national educational priorities, to examine which
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of them the MCA's resources could best "be used to meet -and in what

ways, and to draw up a plan.of expansion for presentation to the

Board. The .committee met regularly through a two month period,

^pres.ented views, obtained information and drew up proposals. In .

the process both the "producers" (the Ministry of Education offioials
and the secondary-school managers) and the consumers (the Ministry
for Employment, the trade unions and the employers) met together with
economio planners aud thrashed out some of the relationships and lack

of relationships between existing.educational services and vocational

needs. Out of the committee's discussions emerged a ratification of

MCA1s'emphasis on'job-oriented education and,; hopefully,, a ' realistip
plan "for1 i't to help to expand the provision of vocational,and'pre-

vocational courses both within the. schools and for-young adults.

4. Post-Secondary In-Service- Courses -

The MCA ias respbnded during its. first, year:to two requests ' .

for post-secondary courses. Both are aimed at groups of people who ..

are already in their jobs but who require specialist up-grading

training to equip them to carry out those jobs more efficiently.

One group consists of primary school teachers, the other of clerioal

and executive workers in a large parastatal corporation.

4.1 . Modern Mathematics for Primary School Teachers

Mauritius, after several years of experimenting, has now

launched its primary schools' on a Modern Mathematics syllabus.

All schools are now teaching this syllabus to'all children1in their

first and second year, and, as these groups move through the school,

the old syllabus will be phased out. By 1977/78 all teachers in
Primary Schools will be teaching Modern Mathematics. Only over the

last six years, .however, has a Modern Mathematics element been

included in the syllabus of the Teacher Training College. Also for
the past - four years vacational faoe-to-face courses have been held.

for teaohers to "introduce them to the new syllabus.
■ 1"

The vast majority of the ■ island's 4500 primary school teachers '.

have received no>training in Modern Maths.. The Ministry of Education

asked the MCA, as one of its first tasks, to devise, an in-service

training course which would help to clear this buttle-neck.

At the time of planning the "MCA did not ha>re a Mathematics "

specialist on its staff. The course had therefore to be launched

through pa'n-time writersand tutors, with the College itself ■

responsible for the-system, the recruitment and-the administration.

The decisions on course-content were therefore taken wholely on the

advice of the Ministry' s own senior, mathematicians. .It was agreed

that the course must include,both academic subject-matter in order

to ensure that teaohers gained; sufficient mastery of the pontent

of modern Matha as well as teaching methuds which could be used to

introduoe the subject to primary-school children. Tfce; subject-

content of the GCE T0f Level' Modern Maths syliabus was felt to be

the appropriate acr.demic standard required,' and it therefore seemed

unnecessary to propose a completely new correspondence course.

After careful vetting by Ministry officials the existing Modern Maths
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GCE '0' level oourse-prepared by the National intension College,

U.K., which is", a non-profit making correspondence college, and an

older sister institution to the International Extension College,

was chosen to beat the centre of the course. Arrangements were

made for* the MCA to. reprint and use the NEC course entirely under

its own control. The two Modern Maths tutors of the Teacher Training

College, who have acted throughout as course advisers, wrote a six-

volume supplementary course on Teaching Mciern Maths in Mauritian

Primary Schools. As the target; audience for the course was limited,

no broadcasting element was included at this stage, but plans were

made to give all students the chance to attend at least' three 'short

faoe-to-face seminars spaced through the course where they would have

a chance to meet and discuss problems both with their correspondence

tutors (wherever possible) and with the course advisers.

The teachers, who make up the student body, are at various

academic stages.' .Some, particularly the recently trained teachers,

have a-full .schools-certificate, and have, taken a short couxse. in..

Modern.Maths during their training.- Others have SC or GCE '0' l'ey.el
in traditional Maths, but no modern maths training. Others, mainly

the older.teachers and still a significant minority, do not have

school certificate or '01 level qualifications in Maths at all. Such

a mixed, student body will' naturally want to move through the course

at different speeds, to suit their own background, and the time they,,

have at .their disposal to devote to such a course. .

In this respect.especially correspondence education caters well

for such different needs. It was suggested, oi* recruitment, ..that

students could choose whether they aimed to oomplete the course ,arid'

take the exam in 1 year, 18 months, or 2 years, after they had seen

•-and. worked on the:.first: lessons of the course.- ■ ■ . ... .<■ .

The total enrolment after the course has been running for 6... * .

months is 475. ' During these six months there has been a recorded"...

dropout of'53 (i.e. students who have written to.say. they do.not

wish to continue and to reclaim their fees). Many others have as yet
done little .or no written work, though there is some evidence to ■

suggest that many are waiting for their two longer school vacations

to start serious work on the course. So far all enrolled students,

have been invited to attend one face-to-face seminar. About 4.0%
have attended. As expected, the expressed target-date.for completing

the course ;and sitting the examination varies widely, as therefore

does the pace of progress through the course.

We intend to. re-publicise the course during the next few months.

Once again we will offer it as it stands to all primary schools, and

this time we will extend the course to secondary-school teachers

making relevant alternatives.available on teaching methods. There
also Beems some evidence that many primary teachers do not wish to

attempt the '0' level course - many of the recorded drop-outs seem

to fall into this category - but would welcome a shorter less-

comprehensive course exclusively designed to equip them.to teaoh
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the primary school syllabus. We are considering expanding the

supplementary course on teaching methods, and offering it as.a

separate course in its own right.

4,2 Office.Management .for Development Works Corporation Personnel

The Development Works Corporation (DWC)-was established in 1971
to absorb a large number of unemployed Mauritians into a parastatal .

corporation' in order to carry out public works, such as'building

.schools, roads, tourist facilities and carrying out. innovative

agricultural projects. At present it employs a'labour, force, of

approximately 6,000'on sites all over .the island. . Su:ch an organisa

tion requires a large clerical and administrative set-up, and the DWC

applies the same principles when employing clerical personnel as for

its labour-force: it draws from the unemployed* Most of its clerical

staff-members are therefore largely untrained, and there is a

continual turnover as DWC members, once established, stand better

chances of obtaining jobs elsewhere in government and in'the private'

sector. A former General Manager of the Corporation opened negotia-,

tions with the University's Centre for Public-Administration to ■

set up a part-time training course for its clerical and executive

staff. Members would attend courses at the University two mornings ■

a week for nearly three months related specifically to their job

. requirements within the Corporation. It was felt that the time so

allotted was inadequate to allow the students to cover all the subjects

they needed to study. One subject, which.was given the title Office

Management, and covered various aspects of middle-level- office

administration, was chosen for treatment in a somewhat different way,

and for this subject the MCA was brought in.

A -correspondence course was prepared to oover' the agreed syllabus.

The content of the syllabus was decided after a survey had been

oarried'out within the DWC offices to determine the bulk of the

tasks which the students carried out and the administrative bottle

necks 'which obstructed the efficient running of the Corporation.-

Each lesson within the correspondence course was designed to be 1

week's work. Each lesson was also designed so that the students,

through the lesson and the work-assignment it contained, worked

over each topic, by themselves, with the help of the printed'material

and in the light of their own experience. The assignment, or

exercise they completed revealed the degree to which they understood

the ideas and facts in the lesson, and also their own particular •

hang-ups. Each lesson was'also linked to a weekly face-to-face

session with the tutor who wrote the course and corrected the

assignments. Students completed the correspondence lessons and the

tutor corrected the assignment before the weekly face-to-face - •

session took place. The latter was therefore devoted to correcting

common misunderstandings andto elaborating those parts of the course

whioh were shown to require greatest explanation.
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This method served two purposes. .It allowed the two part-time

release courses at the University to cover an additional important

subject 4h depth which-could only have b;een; treated superficially

had it relied entirely on face-to-face .methods.^ Thus the 60 staff
members who attended had a more comprehensive course than would ■
otherwise "have been available. At: the same time the MCA had an ideal
opportunity to test, a written correspondence, course on 60 carefully
supervised students in such a way that any short-comings could be , .

immediately :made good in the face-to-face sessions, and, through;,

revision,- corrected in the printed materials before being made more,

generally available to students who intended to follow the.course

mainly by correspondence methods. ■ .

■These two trial-runs have now been completed. The course is

being revised in ,the light of student-response, with a wider publio,
in mind, and to'meet the needs of students studying by themselves,

largely by correspondence. But the basic pattern of the trial run

is being maintained. Student groups will b'e identified largely by

institutions; the content of .the course (including any revisions
made to the content) are being determined by the expressed needs of

the institutions sponsoring students for the course; the link between

■correspondence lessons and faoe-to-face sessions is to be maintained, .

though the amount of face-to-face.teaching will be. drastically, ■•

reduced; and the certification of the course will depend on the' ■

recognition-given to those who.complete-it by the organisations which

sponsored them* and which were involved in :the planning. We are now ..

publicising the course.to various government, parastatal and private; .

institutions .in order to identify those which wish to sponsor students

for it: .and are prepared to take part in discussions to determine the'

subject-content of. the revised version.- " : •

4.3 Expansion of .■Post-Secondary Courses ■ . .

As has been explained, those two courses will be expanded' in 1974*

Similar courses, where a need is revealed, will be developed for

parallel student -bodies.-, With.the establishment of an Institute of .

Education, .attached'to*"the University, "t©a-her up-grading Bourses by

correspondence will be developed only in .response to and in co- ..

ordination with the wish of this, new body to' extend-its own courses to

.a.wider audience that it can cater for in its.own faoe-to-face pro

vision. Both the Institute -and the.MCA recognise the effectiveness

of correspondence methods .for teacher up-grading, and the potential

.coverage that their combined services can offer in.this field.

Similarly, mo ret. management training courses will be explored, together

with existing management training institutions, and the possibility

of offering.equivalent in-service courses for social workers and

adult-education- staff will be examined... . .
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5. Post-Primary Vocational Training . . ■

As was said at the beginning of this paper, one of Mauritius'

major problems is that of unemployment, and the greatest ohallenge

to development, planners is to develop ways' of increasing the jobs at

the same time as expanding the economy so that it provides for and

demands such an increase in employment,' The two main ways in which

Mauritius has 'chosen to do this is through the development of light

industries,' and through the intensification and diversification of

agriculture, '.The highest rate'of unemployment is amongst, children

who have completed primary schooling but have been unable to go on

to secondary school, or those who have had'five or less years' of sub

standard irrelevant secondary schooling. It is such people who must

be trained arid^prepared to.take the jobs, ;in industry ;and agriculture,

as they become -'available; '■'■'•'' - • . " .!•■■■•.*■'■ ■ '; : • ' • ■$ ' • ■ . ■ ,

This latter task is primarily an educational one. It involves

a drastic change of emphasis within the educational system. The

change of emphasis' and therefore of curriculum must take place at

various levels, and in particular must be reflected in the provision

of job-oriented courses both within and outside the schools. Equally

important, and perhaps ultimately crucial to the success of the scheme,

is anattempt to change the traditional attitudes of both parents and

students towards the projected vocations. Mechanical and technical

vocations, including agriculture, must somehow be given greater. status

and prestige, and this can probably only be achieved through a .

mixture of improved economic1 conditions for such jobs and an

acceptance that such jobs requirs just as much - though different -

educational preparation. An attempt must also be made to show that

working with one's hands is both enjoyable and respectable.

The MCA is currently trying to.:'turn into reality a,plan which

attempts to tackle some of these problems simultaneously on three

front ss . •■'■■-.

5-1 Pre-vocational Education for School-Age Students: ■ ■

Courses' which fit into this category hardly count as adult

education, the central theme of the conference for which-this paper ■

is prepared. They will therefore be'dealt with as briefly as possible.

Some description is however necessary if the overall vocational scheme

of the" MCA1 s development,, is to be understood. At present many

secondary schools, especially the less well-equipped and less well

staffed private secondary schoolsj offer-only the traditional, academic

subjects and stick completely to the most literal and unimaginative

interpretation of the examination syllabuses. -Their reason, .as

explained by one of the more enlightened secondary school managers

is that one can more easily and*with greater, certainty get students

through School Certificate in French Literature, Religious Knowledge

and British-Constitution than in Human Biology, Woodwork, Domestic
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Science or Agricultural Science. And "a school's reputation and its

official recognition is baaed indiscriminately.:..on it,s, ■school .certi

ficate record- The MCA, which has accepted as one of its priorities

the provision of distance teaching materials to the private secondary

schools'with, a view to improving the quality and.the relevance of the

education they offer,1 is trying to influence this pattern by offering

only courses in those subjects which have a general and immediate voca

tional relevance. .Thus it is already offering courses in English

Language arid Human and Social Biology-, emphasising the technical and
practical content of these subjects and if plans, in 1974 and in

succeeding years, to add modern mathematics and to offer craftwork

courses - agricultural science,; woodwork, metalwork, basic mechanics,

domestic science and home economics. Also from 1974 onwards, it

will introduce television series, supported by.pamphlets, on
Careers in Mauritius. ...

. The object of this provision, throughout, is to give basic' .,

training which will produce school-leavers with a technical background

onto .which can be grafted specific, in-serving industrial and agricultural
training. And at the same time the scheme will try to emphasise the .
relationship between.education and the world of work. ; ,

5*2 In-Service Para-Apprenticeship Courses ■ '■•■■..
\ .....

, If school students- and their parents - are to be convinced of
the value of job-related courses at school, the status and the continuing

educational facilities associated with the jobs to. which such.courses'

are related must be boosted. The demand of industrialisation for more

carpenters, more mechanics and more metalworkers is ensuring improved
economic, and. service-conditions for such trades. The attempts' to

formalise and control apprenticeship schemes is an attempt- to improve ■
the educational opportunities, and it is hersthat the -potential of . .
distance-teaching, is of importance. Such trades and skills .they require
are predominantly practical and they cannot be learnt exoept through -

practice. Their successful application 'and opportunities for

advancement within them however, require a knowledge of relevant -craft
and mechanical theory, Moreover many of the industries with apprentices

are unlikely to be big enough to be able to afford to release them for
institutional training'which will take them out of their own workshops
for long periods. The provision of craft-theory courses, at a distance,
tightly linked to part-time in-service practical application/ could •
ensure that, the institutions are'available, for shorter time's, to more
apprentices than is currently possible, and that absence from work

is. kept to a minimum without limiting the theoretical background
learning that is part and parcel of modern' scientific technical training.
The MCA is planning to experiment with ways in,which such an apprentice
ship package could be.developed within:one of the major branches of
industry which have gone furthest in the planning of an integrated
apprenticeship scheme.- It will be the MCA!s responsibility to provide

teaching methods through which the background linguistic, calculation
and craft-theory learning can make place part-time and privately, and
to ensure that such distance-learning is continuously and thoroughly
linked with.practical application. The support of radio and television
will be important in bringing out this relationship.
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5.3 Home-Handycraft' Training ■ ' . . '

■ '. A final plan is to experiment with an informal handicraft course,

making use-of■television and printed.instructional.material.. Such

a course" ■will "be-aimed, primarily, at private, individuals, -.but will,

also be designed to be.useful for-small-scale' cottage-industrialists

and, perhaps, -to youth-groups. Its major purposes will be to
emphasise'the fun of craftwork,. the economic, usefulness; of. knowing

how to mend1, a car or, to repair furniture;,. and, thereby perhaps, to ,

up-grade the'respectability of working with ones hands,. -.-. . ; :

5.4 Maximum u'se of Resources ■ ■•.'..■•' ■ ■ ■' • ■' " ■'- ■ -

All three of these plans will make use both of-television and

of printed illustrated materials. In some cases the subject matter
of courses under the three headings will-overlap.' Wherever possible

the same materials will be used, in different ways and adapted where

necessary, in more than one course.. For example, we are now preparing

a. carpentry course for Form I of secondary schools. ' It is" quite likely
that the first experiment in a craft-theory course for industrial-

apprentices will also be in carpentry as the demand for trained
carpenters is one of the most obvious. As the educational background,

of both potential audiences is similar, much of the film-material for
the television programmes," and many of the illustrations and descrip-

" tioris for the printed pamphlets will be relevant to both courses. /

The way inwhich they are used, and the texts through which they are

presented will be different as, perhaps will their order and speed

of presentation. But there will be considerable economy to be achieved

if such materials can be used'in both courses. Similarly carpentry

would offer the most widely useful home-handycraft subject for a more-

informal' course. Even greater economy can be achieved if some of
the'film and printed materials can be used from the two more formal

courses alsoin the home handycraft course..

. An additional and very important advantage of such a combined.

■ approach-is that there will be an.easily identifiable similarity
between the education being offered to school-children whose eventual

aim' isSC, -to apprentices who are in jobs and preparing for'advance

ment", -and to parents and young'adults-who are following a more informal

course with no exams inraind. ■■•■ This similarity will be used to

emphasise on the one hand that"'!realtr education does not have to be ■

in schools, nor does it have to end in<an .external examination, and

on the other hand that respectable education can, and usually should,

be related to-life, and work,1 out side the;-schools. . These two emphases

may conceivably help to increase-the prestige of practical, education

and- thereby to change popular^attitudes."towards it.
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6. CONCLUSIONS

This-papervis a case-study of a very new institution. None of the

projects described have yet been evaluated, and many have not even

been launched. It is therefore largely a case-study of the potential

of distance-teaching for technical and vocational training, rather

than' a description of known achievement.

The M. C.A. is an experimental college, and it is strongly hoped

that its experience in Mauritius, while primarily of value.to

Mauritians, will offer important lessons to planners of similar

institutions elsewhere. The experiment, as far as job-related training

is concerned, has been based on four oentral premises*

(a) the development of Mauritius, tied as it is to both

rapid agricultural and industrial, expansion, requires
an enormous intensification of technical and vocational

education services;

(b) some of these services can be provided more widely,
more rapidly and more economically be distance-teaching

methods than through institutional methods; .

(c) a change of emphasis within the formal, school-bound

education system must take place whereby more of what

is offered is planned to provide for prevocational

educational needs, and this can only happen if more

support services and teaching materials are provided

to the schools in prevocational subjects;

(d) other important factors holding back such changes in

educational provision are the popular belief in academic

education and suspicion of practical education:

changing such attitudes will require a massive

popularisation effort and the multi-media methods of

distance education can play a vital role in this process.

At the time of writing we have not, at the MCA, been able to

prove any of the last three premises (the first is taken for
granted). Our experiments so far, however, and the processes of

consulting, planning and preparing new courses have only served

to make us more sure that they are true? than we were when we started.




